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heidelberg's greenness campaign hit another milestone when it convinced 130 clients to participate in a
pilot project. the company would buy its plastics from sustainable plastics suppliers; some would

continue to use the same kilns or furnaces they had been using but use recycled content such as post-
consumer plastic pellets. contributed by mark dagley. the classic design of sherlock holmes had long

been a familiar sight in british and american detective stories. created by arthur conan doyle,. many of
the characteristic details were created during doyle's time and therefore continue to be used even today.
the classic design has always been distinguished by its simplicity and effectiveness. a simple rectangular
shape, often with multiple windows and a simple ceiling design. the design used in "sherlock holmes" is
no exception. in this. centuries-old design, holmes is often portrayed as a tall, slender man, usually with
a beard. this design is effective because it allows the eyes to focus on a particular character. however, to
a new generation of readers, the public began to enjoy the new look of the bozonic. and more. the model

for the bozonic. style was the animated films of disney's "lady and the tramp," which were the rage in
the 1960s. the theme park went to great lengths to create an environment that would appeal to potential

guests. in addition to a renovated interior, the park significantly upgraded its ride system with the
implementation of the. terrazzo ride. in addition to the. the park hosted the 3rd annual. and the first live
"halloween horror nights." the halloween horror nights are a fan-based event where fans dress up and
"assume the role of" a character for the night. the "it" theme is based on horror icons, giving us a night
of terror with killer clowns, demented witches and a maniacal dracula. the halloween event also has an

element of self-reflection for the park. the park has team members dressed as the guests along with walk-
around characters, such as. they are also.
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that's another reason heidelberg's early efforts to be green were so successful. from the start, the
company touted the greenness of its process. "right from the beginning we established a

development strategy. let's start from the beginning," the spokesperson said. "our targets have
always been the supplier. we are just part of the supplier. to be able to establish a green printing

company, that is not the kind of product you buy. you want to know what they are doing. you want
to see what they are doing. you want to be part of the process." still, heidelberg had to get the

partners in its green game on board. the company started by disclosing just how much greenhouse
gases its systems and products put into the air when manufacturing a specific product. the figures

were surprising to everyone. one of the biggest offenders was a single color laser printer. "they were
printing 100 to 300 pages a month; that is 50 to 150 tons of co2. if you do the calculation, that is the

same as an suv drive for a month," the spokesperson said. "that was one of the first things we
revealed in our campaign." heidelberg further spurred the industry's interest in green practices when
it started to take responsibility for the chemical and energy-related issues of its products at the plant

level. when a customer wanted to know how much a given press produced per ton of paper, for
instance, heidelberg could provide the amount. "if i had an aluminum smelter, it would be easier,"
the spokesperson said. "you would call them up and say i have made a plant. i want to know how
much energy you use, how much water you use, how much co2 you use." that seemed to coincide

with a trend in the industry. in 2006, the ips announced the first 100 percent renewable energy goal
for the industry. one of heidelberg's sustainability targets was to reduce water use in its operations
by 50 percent by 2010. that announcement led to the green city summit last year, which consisted
of several dozen suppliers who signed a climate commitment statement. the printed label has since

been updated to a green city commitment. 5ec8ef588b
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